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Ultrasonic Distance Measurement Method by Using the Envelope Model
of Received Signal Based on System Dynamic Model of Ultrasonic
Transducers
Jin-Hee Choe*, Kook-Sun Lee**, Ick Choy*** and Whang Cho†
Abstract – In order to acquire an accurate TOF , this paper proposes a method that produces TOF
by using a mathematical model for the envelope of the received signal obtained from a system
dynamic model of ultrasonic transducer. The proposed method estimates the arrival time of the
received signal retrospectively by comparing its wave form obtained after triggering point with its
mathematical envelope model. Experimental result shows that the error due to variation of triggering
point can be dramatically decreased by implementing the proposed method.
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An accurate measurement of distance using time of
flight ( TOF ) of ultrasonic wave is fundamental to a wide
variety of engineering applications. For example, distance
measurement in robotics is useful in localization, map
building, object tracking, obstacle avoidance, and camera
lens focusing [1-5].
In these applications, ultrasonic distance measurement
systems have various advantages over other techniques such
as camera based techniques, radio frequency techniques
like GPS [6], optical techniques (e.g., laser scanner). This
is because ultrasonic techniques may be implemented in
such a way that is typically inexpensive, light in weight,
and compact in size.
Currently, however, the TOF is usually obtained by using
simple window comparator which is very unreliable because
triggering point is not consistent but varied as much as a
multiple of the period of the ultrasonic wave used as the
amplitude of the received wave is altered. For frequently used
40 kHz ultrasonic wave, the triggering time can be changed
as a multiple of 25us which corresponds to the fluctuation
in distance measurement by multiples of about 8.5mm.
Two major approaches used to overcome this problem
are cross-correlation methods and retrospective estimation
methods. In cross-correlation method [7-9], a template
signal and received signal are cross-correlated and the time
at which the cross-correlation attains the maximum is used
as an estimation of TOF . Disadvantages of this method

come from the fact that in order to increase the estimation
accuracy fast sampling rate is required, implying more data,
and therefore the required computation burden is squarely
proportionally raised. Furthermore, when the shape of
received signal is fairly deformed relative to the template
signal due to noise or sampling delay, the maximum point
may not be consistent.
In retrospective estimation methods of TOF [10-13],
some mathematical models for the envelope of received
signal are developed to fit the data of the received signal
and TOF is obtained by estimating the arrival time of the
received signal retrospectively based on the fitted envelope
model. These methods are relatively simple, but very error
prone because the mathematical model for the envelope of
received signal is simplified so much that it is barely able
to model the very beginning part of the received signal,
whose information is often very easy to be deteriorated due
to noise and triggering delay.
In this paper, a more robust and accurate retrospective
estimation method is proposed. Here, a more sophisticated
model for the envelope of received signal is developed
based on the system dynamic model of piezoelectric
system used in typical ultrasonic transducers.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a
complete system dynamic model of piezoelectric transmitter
and receiver is developed and used to find the received
signal model in response to transmitted signal. In Section 3,
a method for ultrasonic distance measurement is proposed
based on the envelope model of received signal. Section 4
presents some experimental results and finally some
conclusions are derived in Section 5.
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2. Ultrasonic Transducer Model
The constitutive relationship of a typical piezoelectric
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element used in ultrasonic transducer is given by [14]
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where St denotes the effective area of transmitter face.
From Newton’s law applied to the system shown in Fig.
1, the equation of motion can be obtained as

mt &&
xt + ( dt + St r c ) x&t + kt xt = kt pt vt

where constants and variables are defined as follows.
q : electric charge [C]
x : displacement [m]
v : applied voltage [V]
f : applied force [N]
C : capacitance when f = 0 [F]
k : stiffness or spring constant when v = 0 [N/m]
p : piezoelectric constant [C/N or m/V]

Eqn. (5) yields the transfer function between the applied
voltage vt and the displacement of transducer xt as

X t (s)
At
At
= 2
=
2
Vt ( s ) s + 2s t s + wnt ( s + s t )2 + wdt2

wnt = kt mt , s t =V t wnt = ( dt + St r c ) 2mt ,

g
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s
=1
wd

z = 1 Þ wd » wn ,

(7)

If input voltage is sinusoidal as vt (t ) = Vmt sin wt , Eqn.
(6) may be rewritten as

oo

2.1 Ultrasonic transmitter model

kt pt
.
mt

For a typical ultrasonic transducer, the damping
coefficient V takes value between 0.02 and 0.2. In this
case, the following statement can be made for model
simplification.

fre

where variables and constants are defined as
ps : sound pressure [N/m 2 or Pa]
u : particle displacement [m]
. u& : particle velocity [m/s]
r : volumetric mass density [kg/m3 ]
c : speed of sound [m/s]

(2)

wdt = 1 - V t2 wnt , and At =

ad

¶u ( x, t )
= r cu& ( x, t )
¶x

(6)

where

The wave generated from ultrasonic transmitter is
propagated to ultrasonic receiver through air medium.
Assuming the wave is plane wave, the pressure developed
at air may be expressed as [15]

ps ( x , t ) = - r c 2

(5)

(8)

From Eqn. (8), the time response of the system can be
produced as

Pr

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram for piezoelectric
transducer with attached mass, which is used as an
ultrasonic sound transmitter. The subscript ‘t’ attached to
parameters indicates that the corresponding parameters are
defined for the ultrasonic sound transmitter.
The force f t , developed by the voltage vt applied at
piezoelectric transducer is obtained from Eqn. (1) as

X t (s)
w
1
=
2
2
2
2
AV
( s + s t ) + wdt s + w
t mt

xt (t )
K
= K1e -s t t cos wdt t + 2 e -s t t sin wdt t
wdt
AV
t mt
K4
+ K 3 cos w t +
sin w t

(9)

w

f t = kt xt - kt pt vt

(3)
where

From Eqn. (2), the reaction force Ft from medium at
transmitter face can be expressed as

Ft = St r cx&t

(4)

K2 =

xt

Piezoelectric
Transducer

K1 = - K 3 =

- ft

pt
vt

mt

Structure

dt

Fig. 1. Ultrasonic transmitter model
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When w = wdt , the condition given in Eqn. (7) can be
applied to Eqn. (9) and (10) to yield
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(

)

xt (t ) » - X mt 1 - e -s t t cos wdt t

xr

(11)

Piezoelectric
Transducer

kr
Fr

AV
t mt
.
where X mt =
2s t wdt
Notice that Eqn. (11) shows that the envelope of xt (t )
is very closely approximated by the unit step response of
the following 1st order system.
G ( s ) = X mt

st

(12)

s + st

(

)

(13)

pr

dr

vr

Fig. 2. Ultrasonic receiver model
may be expressed as

X r (s)
Ar
Ar
= 2
=
2
Ft ( s ) s + 2s r s + wn r ( s + s r )2 + wd2 r

(18)

where

wn r = kr' mr , s r =Vwn r = ( d r + Sr r c ) 2mr ,

g

where Fmt = St r cwdt X mt .

wd r = 1 - V r2 wn r , and Ar = a mr .
As is often the case, it can be assumed that the system
characteristics of ultrasonic transmitter and receiver are the
same so that wdt = wdr = wd , s t = s r = s . Then, Eqns.
(13) and (18) yield
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Fig. 2 depicts a schematic diagram for piezoelectric
transducer with attached mass, which is used as an
ultrasonic sound receiver. The subscript ‘ r ’ attached to
parameters indicates that the corresponding parameters are
defined for the ultrasonic sound receiver.
The force created at the face of transmitter is propagated
through air with some attenuation, and arrives at the face of
the receiver after some delay measured by TOF . Hence,
the force applied to the face of the receiver can be
expressed as

in

2.2 Ultrasonic receiver model

Fr (t ¢) = a Ft (t ¢) - S r r cx&r

(14)

Pr

where t ¢ = t - TOF , a is the amplitude attenuation factor,
and S r is the effective area of receiver face.
Assuming the charge stored in the piezoelectric element
at the receiver is completely discharged to zero, i.e.,
qr = 0 when the ultrasonic wave is arrived, the induced
force f r and the resulting voltage vr can be obtained
from Eqn. (1) as
f r = kr' xr

vr = -

fr

Structure

The force at transmitter face can be obtained using Eqns.
(4), (7), and (11) as
Ft (t ) » Fmt 1 - e -s t t sin wdt t

mr

pr
p
f r = - r kr' xr
Cr
Cr

(15)
(16)

where kr' = Cr kr (Cr - pr2 kr ) .
Hence, the mathematical model for the system given in
Fig. 2 may be expressed as

mr &&
xr + ( d r + S r r c ) x&r + kr' xr = a Ft

(17)

From Eqn. (17), the transfer function between the
applied force Ft and the displacement of transducer xr

X r (s)
= X r1 ( s ) - X r 2 ( s )
Ar Fmt

(19)

where

X r1 ( s ) =

1

(s + s )

X r 2 (s) =

2

wd
2
+ w s + wd
2
d

2

(20)

wd

{( s + s ) + w }
2

2
d

2

(21)

Eqs. (20) and (21) can be inverse transformed to result in

xr1 (t ¢)
1
1 - e -s t ¢ cos wd t ¢
»Ar Fmt
2swd
xr 2 (t ¢)
1 -s t ¢
e ( sin wd t ¢ - wd t ¢ cos wd t ¢ )
=
Ar Fmt 2wd2

(

)

(22)
(23)

Applying the condition given in Eqn. (7), the final
response of xr (t ¢) can be approximated by

xr (t ¢) = xr1 (t ¢) - xr 2 (t ¢)

{

}

» - X mr 1 - (1 + s t ¢ ) e -s t ¢ cos wd t ¢

(24)

where X mr = Ar Fmt 2swd .
Notice that Eqn. (24) shows that the envelope of xr (t ¢)
corresponds to the unit step response of the following 2nd
order system.
http://www.jeet.or.kr │ 1923
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(s +s )

(25)
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The envelope of the output voltage from receiver,
vrenv (t ) , can be obtained from Eqn. (16) and (24).
vrenv (t ) = Vmr é1 - {1 + s (t - TOF )} e
ë

-s ( t -TOF )

ù × u (t - TOF ) (26)
û
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where Vmr = X mr pr kr' Cr and u (t ) is the unit step function.
Fig. 3 shows the simulation result of vr and vrenv for
the case of applying 8 periods of sinusoidal input voltage
with circular frequency wd = 2p × 40 ´ 103 rad/s. Here,
damping ratio V = 0.1 is used and the result is normalized
by Vmr . The figure indicates that when the condition given
in Eqn. (7) is satisfied, vrenv given in Eqn. (26) coincides
very closely with the envelope of vr .

For convenience sake, square wave is used instead of
sinusoidal wave as input voltage pattern. In this case, in
addition to the fundamental wave of amplitude 4Vmt p ,
higher odd nth harmonics with amplitude 4Vmt np may be
generated but their effect may be neglected because their
frequency are far from the resonance frequency of the
transmitter.
In order to increase the fitting accuracy, input voltage
patterns are generated such that the envelope of the
received signal contains large changes in magnitude and
thereby shows some characteristic features. Here, it should
be noted that the length of signal pattern should be short
enough to avoid the corruption of the received signal,
especially at trailing part, by reflected wave. In this paper
two patterns are used and results are compared.
Pattern 1: As shown in Fig. 3, eight periods ( T ) of
square wave is applied. The envelope equation is

g

G ( s ) = X mr

in

Fig. 3. Simulation for vr and vrenv (pattern 1)

The filter given in Eqn. (27) is designed so that the gain
and phase lag at wd are one and p 2 radian, respectively,
and is implemented digitally. To remove the data
corresponding transient phase of the filter, the first one or
two periods of data are neglected.
Step 4: After taking absolute values of the filtered vr ,
peaks values, vrpks , and corresponding time stamp values,
trpks , are sought. Then, trpks values are compensated in
view of the inevitable phase lag caused by filtering process
in step 3 above.
Step 5: The data obtained in Step 4 is fitted to Eqn. (26)
in least square sense using Levenberg-Marquardt method
[16]. In the fitting process, not only TOF but also s and
normalized Vmr are used as fitting parameters as well.

3. Proposed Method for Distance Measurement

Pr

In order to acquire TOF , this paper proposes a method
that first collects ADC sampled data of the received signal
right after being triggered by some preset threshold voltage,
and then estimates the TOF by fitting the data in least
square sense to the Eqn. (26). Details are given below.
Step 1: Reset receiver timer to zero at the moment when
voltage is applied to the transmitter. The synchronization
between transmitter and receiver is accomplished by RF
communication.
Step 2: Received signal is appropriately amplified and
then compared with preset threshold voltage. At the
moment when the received signal firstly rises above the
threshold voltage, the time is marked as ttrig and ADC
sampling is started. The time stamp of the sampled data is
calculated by using ttrig and ADC sampling rate.
Step 3: After removing DC offset from the sampled data
and normalizing the resulting data with its maximum, the
following second order low pass filter is used to filter out
possible measurement noise.

GLPF ( s ) =

2wd2

( s + wd )

2
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vrenv ,1 (t ) = vrenv (t ) - vrenv (t - 8T )

(28)

Pattern 2: Eight periods of square wave is generated
and then is followed by additional eight periods of square
wave with phase reversed. The envelope equation is
vrenv ,2 (t ) = vrenv (t ) - 2vrenv (t - 8T ) + vrenv (t - 16T )

(29)

Fig. 4 shows simulation result of applying pattern 2. The
result is depicted by normalizing vr and vrenv and shows

(27)
Fig. 4. Simulation for vr and vrenv (pattern 2)
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Table 1. Simulation result for pattern 1 signal
h[p.u.]

V mean

V std (´10-6 )

TOFmean [ms]

TOFstd [μs]

0.01
0.03
0.05

0.100
0.100
0.099

322
1184
2258

2.999
2.999
2.999

0.260
0.875
1.611

Table 2. Simulation result for pattern 2 signal
h[p.u.]

V mean

V std (´10-6 )

TOFmean [ms]

TOFstd [μs]

0.01
0.03
0.05

0.100
0.100
0.100

180
559
1021

3.000
3.000
3.000

0.122
0.370
0.690

Fig. 5. vr , vrpks , vrenv (pattern 1)

Table 3. Simulation for different N rpks (pattern 1)
V mean

V std (´10-6 )

TOFmean [ms]

TOFstd [μs]

2
4
6
8
10

0.097
0.098
0.992
0.100
0.100

5723
4405
2768
1431
1184

2.998
2.998
2.999
2.999
2.999

2.522
2.116
1.495
0.976
0.875

in

g

N rpks

Fig. 6. vr , vrpks , vrenv (pattern 2)

ad

Table 4. Simulation for different N rpks (pattern 2)
V mean

V std (´10-6 )

TOFmean [ms]

TOFstd [μs]

2
4
6
8
10

0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100

570
543
553
559
559

3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000
3.000

0.384
0.363
0.363
0.369
0.370
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that the approximated vrenv matches very closely with
the envelope of vr . As shown in Fig. 4, pattern 2 signal
generates two envelope bumps of vrenv . This feature will
be shown to help to increase the accuracy of TOF
measurement in comparison to the case of using pattern 1
signal.
In order to validate the proposed method by simulation,
system parameters are chosen as wd = 2p × 40 ´103 rad/s ,
V = 0.1 , TOF = 3 [ms] , ttrig = 3.047 [ms] and Gaussian noise
with mean zero and standard deviation h is added.
Fig. 5 and 6 shows the results for pattern 1 and pattern 2,
respectively. Here, h = 0.03 [p.u.] is used. Each figure
shows vr measured after ttrig , vrpks peaks of absolute
value of filtered vr , and the envelope obtained from fitting
vrenv to the model given in Eqn. (26).
Table 1 and 2 summarize the result of simulations, where
for different values of h , the mean and standard deviation
of V and TOF are calculated from 1000 repeated simulated
samplings. Tables show that pattern 2 signal produces
better result than pattern 1 signal.
If the amplification ratio of received signal and the
trigger threshold level are fixed at constant values, since
the received signal is attenuated as the measuring distance
increases, the number N rpks of peaks that appear before
the first envelope peak is decreased. Fig. 5 and 6 shows the
results for N rpks = 10 .
Table 3 and 4 summarize the simulation results for
pattern 1 and pattern 2 signals, respectively, where h is
kept constant at 0.03 [p.u.] , N rpks is varied from 2 to 10,

N rpks

and the mean and standard deviation of V and TOF are
computed from 1000 repeated simulated samplings.
Tables show that pattern 2 signal produces better result
than pattern 1 signal.

4. Experimental Results
For the implementation of the proposed method, an
experimental setup shown in Fig. 7 is constructed. MPU
for the transmitter begins to generate signal patterns right
after it sends the synchronization signal ( t = 0 ) to the
receiver. Receiver MPU stores ttrig at the moment when
the received signal firstly rises above the threshold voltage,
initiates ADC sampling, and continues for some period
of time determined by signal pattern. Acquired data is
processed by the proposed method to estimate TOF . In
the experiment, MA40S4R/S(Murata) is used as ultrasonic
transducer. MPUs for the transmitter and receiver are
ATmega8535(Atmel) and TMS320F28335(TI), respectively.
ADC sampling rate is set to be 2.083[Msps].
The proposed method is fully implemented on
TMS320F28335(150 Mhz). The processing time ranges
from 6 ms to 8 ms depending on how many peaks are
extracted and incorporated into the fitting algorithm,
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Ultrasonic
Wave

Table 5. Experimental result (pattern 1)
Ttrig ,mean [ms]

Ttrig ,std [μs]

TOFmean [ms]

TOFstd [μs]

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

1.540
3.111
4.542
5.989
7.432
8.815

6.189
7.996
7.028
6.270
9.425
9.817

1.487
3.044
4.448
5.870
7.284
8.751

0.713
1.321
2.724
3.477
4.522
5.487

Rx.
Signal

Trigger
Signal

Tx.
Signal

Distance
[m]

Sync.
Signal

Fig. 7. Experimental setup

Table 6. Experimental result (pattern 2)
Ttrig ,mean [ms]

Ttrig ,std [μs]

TOFmean [ms]

TOFstd [μs]

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

1.547
3.114
4.556
5.989
7.427
8.821

6.528
9.206
6.814
5.853
12.608
10.582

1.491
3.048
4.449
5.859
7.270
8.739

0.689
0.906
1.323
1.503
1.808
2.102

g

Distance
[m]

in

ad
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Fig. 8. Experimental result (1m, pattern 1)

obtained from 50 repeated measurements at each distance
for pattern 1 and pattern 2 signals, respectively. The results
verify that the proposed method produces very accurate
estimation result for TOF in comparison to conventional
window comparator methods and their variations.
Tables show also that the error involved in TOF
produced by the proposed method increases as the
measuring distance increases. This is mainly because of the
fact that as the measuring distance increases, the possibility
of original signal pattern being deformed by the reflected
wave increases. Despite the fact, Table 5 shows that
when signal pattern 2 is used, the standard deviation of
TOF is kept less than 2.1 μs if the measuring distance is
less than or equal to 3m, which amounts to the distance
measurement uncertainty of 0.7 mm. The effect of the
reflected wave may be reduced by a weighted least square
algorithm having more weight at the leading part of a
received signal.

Fig. 9. Experimental result (1m, pattern 2)
implying distance update rate of greater than 100hz is
possible. The processing time can be further reduced if
s is fixed at a nominal value of transducer itself
obtained by experiments, without being used as one of the
fitting parameters as in Step 5.
Fig. 8 and 9 shows the results of 1m distance
measurement experimentation for two different signal
patterns. Experimentally estimated value of V of the
ultrasonic transducer turns out to be 0.04, implying that the
condition given in Eqn. (7) is sufficiently satisfied.
Notice that the result of fitting experimental data using
approximated envelope model given in Eqn. (26) indicates
that the mathematical model for the received signal
proposed in this paper is able to closely describe the
behavior of actual signals.
Table 5 and 6 summarize the experimental results
1926 │ J Electr Eng Technol.2017; 13(1): 1921-718

5. Conclusion
This paper derived a mathematical model for the
envelope of the received signal assuming damping
coefficient involved in the piezoelectric transducers is
sufficiently less than 1, as is often the case. This model is
used as fitting model in the least square sense for the
data obtained through ADC sampling of received signal
utilizing two different transmitted signal patterns. The
results show that the signal pattern 2 which has two
bumps in its envelope performs better in terms of
accuracy than the signal pattern 1 which has only one
bump in its envelope. When the signal pattern 2 is
employed, the uncertainty involved in the estimation of
TOF at 1m distance is about 0.9 μs (0.3 mm). Although
only two patterns of signals are used in this paper, the
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